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• 15 years in military industrial complex where conflict leads to profits
• 21 years in the healthcare industrial complex where illness leads to profits

My Background

B.S. Chemistry, 
biology minor

US Air Force Command, 
Control, 
Communications, & 
Intelligence (C3l) Officer

TRW/National Security Agency
• START Treaty
• Nuclear non-proliferation
• US nuclear command & control 

system threat protection

Intel Corp, Enterprise 
Data Warehouse

Chief Data Guy; Regional Director 
of Medical Informatics, 
Intermountain Healthcare

CIO, Cayman Islands 
National Health System

Technology & 
Product 
Development, 
Health Catalyst

Reagan/Gorbachev 
Summits

• Space Operations
• Nuclear Warfare 

Planning and 
Execution; NEACP & 
Looking Glass

CIO, Chief Analytics 
Guy, Northwestern 
Memorial Healthcare

20181983



Proof to the young that having no career plan can still turn out ok J
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• It’s a great skill to have, but you 
don’t have to be a coder

• The consistent value in my 
career seems to be…

Career Advice for Your Digital Future
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Graphic courtesy of Financial Express

• Know the pros and cons and 
what’s probable and 
improbable with the 
technology

• Take an idea over here and 
move it over there



• As measured by 
McKinsey, healthcare’s 
DQ is not good

Speaking of Skills…
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• Healthcare executives 
need to raise their 
Digital Quotient

• It’s up to everyone in 
this room to help and 
be role models



• Assertions, observations, and 
futures about data and digitization 
in healthcare

• Attributes of a modern digital 
platform

• Thoughts on AI and precision 
medicine

Today’s Story
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Our current “data-driven” 
strategy in healthcare is 
sucking the life out of 
physicians’ sense of Mastery, 
Autonomy, and Purpose

Mastery, Autonomy, Purpose



Our National Data Strategy is a Train Wreck

• 271 measures in QPP

• 86 related to General Internal 
Medicine

• 37% invalid, 28% questionable 
validity

• Highest suicide rate of any 
profession

• American Psychiatric Association (APA) 2018. Abstract 1-227, 
presented May 5, 2018

• >50% burnout in all specialties

We’ve lost our physicians
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• Quantitative predictability is the metric of scientific 
precision

• The progression of any body of science is measured by 
its predictability



Enabling the Digital Healthcare Conversation

"I can make a health optimization recommendation for you, informed 
not only by the latest clinical trials, but also by local and regional data 
about patients like you; the real-world health outcomes over time of 
every patient like you; and the level of your interest and ability to 
engage in your own care. In turn, I can tell you within a specified range 
of confidence, which treatment or health management plan is best 
suited for a patient specifically like you and how much that will cost.”*

Between a physician and their patient
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*—Inspired by the Learning Health Community

Outcomes and cost data, predictive analytics, machine learning, recommendation engines



Creating the Digital Twin

1. Digitize the assets you are 
trying to manage and optimize Airplanes

Air traffic control,
baggage handling, 
ticketing,
maintenance, 
manufacturing

Patients

Registration, scheduling, 
encounters, diagnosis, 
orders, billing, claims

We haven’t digitized the patient, and we’ve only digitized a clinical encounter to drop a bill.

2. Digitize your production 
process for managing the assets 
you are trying to understand and 
optimize

What’s Required to become “Digitized?”



At Best, EHRs Hold 8% of the Data We Need

• Only 20% of factors affecting health outcomes fall inside traditional 
healthcare delivery

• On average, patients have 3 healthcare encounters per year

• We are missing data for the other 362 days of the year

• Healthy patients represent our ideal AI training set… but we have 
no data on healthy patients



Answer these two questions…
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The Simple, Ultimate Analytic Goals

1. What was the Cost per Unit of Health 
Outcome Achieved for this patient?

2. What are the precise, personal 
interventions that will maximize the 
outcome and minimize the cost?

We need outcomes and precise cost data



• About two-thirds of patients don’t want or cannot be “engaged”

• What they really want: When they are sick, they want to be treated 
safely, affordably, personally, efficiently, and precisely

• Keep that in mind as we lay out a strategy and priorities for digital 
health

My Observation About Patient Engagement
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• Netherlands study

• Rate of patient requests for a 
specific therapeutic or 
diagnostic intervention

• From 1985-2014

• Significant increase in 
requests by patients 

• Significant increase in 
compliance by GPs

Patients Owning Their Care 
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Requests for blood tests: 2x increase
Requests for urine tests: 26x increase
Requests for radiology/imaging: 2.4x increase 
Requests for medication prescription: 1.2x increase



• Enabled by bio-integrated sensors, 
patients hold more data about 
themselves than the healthcare system 

• Their data is constantly being updated 
and uploaded to cloud-based AI 
algorithms

• Those algorithms diagnose the patient’s 
condition, calculate a composite health 
risk score, and recommend options for 
treatment or maintaining health

• The algorithm suggests options for a 
“best fit” care provider and the ability to 
socially interact with other patients like 
them

Future of Diagnosis and Treatment
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• The patient engages with the care provider, 
enabled with the output of the AI algorithms



But AI Needs Breadth & Depth of Data in the Domain

This is our 
strategic data 
acquisition 
roadmap



This is my life This is healthcare’s 
digital view of my life



Digital Accuracy        Digital Sampling

We can’t possibly provide personal health or precision medicine

with only three patient data samples per year



We are not “Big Data” in healthcare yet
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Microns-thin, one-inch skin-pliable sensors 
with integrated Bluetooth antenna, CPU, 
physiologic monitors, and wireless power



• Different patient types have different 
data profiles required for the active 
management of their outcomes and 
health

• I’m not talking about quality measures
• I’m talking about telemetry, diagnostics 

and functional status about the state 
of the patient, not the state of 
healthcare processes

Rise of The Digitician and Patient Data Profiles
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• It’s the Digitician’s job to 
proactively collect this data for 
patients in their panel, and feed 
the analytics of that to the care 
team and patient



Attributes of a 
Modern Digital 

Platform



As computer scientists, we overlooked the last and 
critically important layer in the technology stack…
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User Interface

Application Software

Operating System

Hardware



The Evolution of Data Modeling in Analytics

Monolithic, 
enterprise 

data 
model

Late binding 
data models, 
aka, schema 

on read

“We know 
all the use 
cases, a 

priori”

“We know 
none of the 

use cases, a 
priori”

Intermediate 
data models

“We know 
some of the 
use cases, 

a priori”

• Harmonized vocabulary
• Comprehensive and 

persistent agreement 
about binding logic, 
e.g., CMS value sets



Binding Data in the Pipeline, Not the Data Model
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7 Attributes of a Modern Digital Platform
1. Reusable clinical and business logic: Registries, value sets, and other data logic lies on top of the raw data 

and can be accessed, reused, and updated through open APIs, enabling third-party application development.  

2. Single data stream feeds analytics and workflow applications: Near- or real-time data streaming from 
the source all the way to the expression of that data through the platform that can support transaction-level exchange of data 
or analytic processing.

3. Integrates structured and unstructured data: Integrates text, images, and discrete structured data in the 
same environment.

4. Closed-loop capability: The methods for expressing the knowledge in the platform, include delivering that knowledge 
at the point of decision making, for example, back into the workflow of source systems, such as an EHR.

5. Microservices architecture: In addition to abstracted data logic, open microservices APIs exist for platform 
operations such as authorization, identity management, data pipeline management, and DevOps telemetry. These 
microservices also enable third-party applications to be built on the platform, and constant delivery of software updates, rather 
than massive, major updates.

6. AI/Machine learning: Natively runs AI and machine learning models, and enables rapid development and utilization of 
ML models, embedded in all applications.

7. Agnostic data lake: The platform can be deployed over the top of any healthcare data lake. The reusable forms of 
logic must support different computation engines; e.g., SQL, Spark SQL, SQL on Hadoop, et al.
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External 
Data 
Sources

EMR
SQL
HL7
X12
FHIR
Flat-files
XML

The Health Catalyst Data Operating System Architecture

Data 
Integration

Batch Data
Realtime Data

Mirth,
RabbitMq

Catalyst 
Data Engine

SQL
Big Data

.NET

DOS 
App Cluster

Apps
Microservices

Highly Available
Horizontally Scalable

Angular, D3, .NET, Java, Docker, 
Kubernetes, JSON

Datamart Designers & Tools
SAMD, SMD, Atlas, Ops Console, Analytics Portal

Data & Compute Cluster
SQL Server, Hadoop, Spark, ElasticSearch

Transactional data store
SQL, Shared Disk

DOS Marketplace
Apps, Content, AI models

Catalyst AI 
Engine 

Catalyst.ai
healthcare.ai 

.NET, R, Python

A
zu

re

A
zu

re

AI Cluster
Spark, R, Python

SQL
FTP
HL7
FHIR

SQL
HTTP
FHIR
HL7

External 
Apps

EMRs

Reports



Thoughts on AI and 
Precision Medicine



Predictive Risk Fatigue
30

Predictions of risk, without a 
plan or the ability to 
intervene, are a liability to the 
decision maker, not an asset
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Discriminative neural networks 
mimic the human pattern 
recognition & classification 
process… “Those are people.”

Generative Adversarial Networks 
(GANs) mimic the opposite 
human process… “This is what 
people look like.” 



Machine learning boils down to pattern recognition 
then doing something based on that pattern

Combining three fundamental patterns that will disrupt traditional clinical trials and evidence based care

Patients like 
this 

[pattern 1]

Who were 
treated like 

this 
[pattern 2]

Had 
outcomes like 

this
[pattern 3]
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Rules-Based Registries Have Flaws

• Lund University, 
Sweden

• Using k-means and 
hierarchical clustering

• Five distinct subtypes 
of adult-onset diabetes



• Mt Sinai study

• Visualizes and explores clusters of 
patients grouped together by 
algorithms

• 2,551 Type 2 diabetic patients 
clustered on 73 clinical variables

• A rules-based approach would not 
find these subgroups

Topographical Data Analysis & Diabetes Subgroups

Li L, Cheng W-Y, Glicksberg BS, et al. Identification of type 2 diabetes 
subgroups through topological analysis of patient similarity. Science translational 
medicine. 2015;7(311):311ra174. doi:10.1126/scitranslmed.aaa9364.



Data Volume vs. 
AI Model Sophistication

“Invariably, simple models and 
a lot of data trump more 
elaborate models based on less 
data.”
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“The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Data”, March 2009, 
IEEE Computer Society; Alon Halevy, Peter Norvig, and 
Fernando Pereira, of Google 



AI Algorithms are Commodities, Digital Platforms 
and Infrastructure are Not

“…it is dangerous to think of these 
quick wins as coming for free. Using 
the software engineering framework 
of technical debt, we find it is 
common to incur massive ongoing 
maintenance costs in real-world ML 
systems.”

Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS)
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 28 (NIPS 2015)
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The machine learning code, in the black box, is a small fraction of 
the ML ecosystem

This is not the land of small, niche startups or home grown systems 



The Siren’s Temptation of Home Grown Digital Platforms

• Public cloud makes the infrastructure an 
incredibly appealing and affordable 
commodity

The hard part is… 

• The collection, curation, and management 
of data and the logic associated with that 
data

• The development of APIs and applications

Remember when we were all building our 
own PCs?

Plug your sailors’ ears, Odysseus J

1868, Firmin Girard



In Closing…

• Drive: Our digital strategy must enhance 
Mastery, Autonomy, and Purpose

• Freud: Our data isn’t as big as we like to 
think it is in healthcare

• Platform: It’s overdue in healthcare by 10 
years

• Debt: AI will disrupt healthcare, no doubt 
about that, but it’s not a slam dunk

• Tom Brady: Come on, I had to mention him 
somewhere J


